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Key Points 
 We run three prominent Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) algorithms on strong motion data from 
219 large earthquakes in Japan 
 We evaluate how often, and under what circumstances, useful ground motion alerts can be provided, 
using a conservative warning time definition 
 40% - 60% of sites with strong to extreme ground motion get alerts with warning times >=5 s 
 
Abstract 
Although numerous Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) algorithms have been developed to date we lack 
a detailed understanding of how often and under what circumstances useful ground motion alerts can be 
provided to end-users. In particular, it is unclear how often EEW systems can successfully alert sites with high 
ground motion intensities. These are the sites that arguably need EEW alerts the most, but they are also the 
most challenging ones to alert because they tend to be located close to the epicenter where the seismic 
waves arrive first. Here we analyze the alerting performance of the PLUM, EPIC and FinDer algorithms by 
running them retrospectively on the seismic strong motion data of the 219 earthquakes in Japan since 1996 
that exceeded Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) of 4.5 on at least 10 sites (Mw 4.5-9.1). Our analysis suggests 
that, irrespective of the algorithm, EEW end-users should expect that EEW can often but not always provide 
useful alerts. Using a conservative warning time (tw) definition, we find that 40% - 60% of sites with strong to 
extreme shaking levels  receive alerts with tw >5 s. If high intensity shaking is caused by shallow crustal events, 
around 50% of sites with strong (MM~6) and <20% of sites with severe and violent (MM>=8) shaking receive 
alerts with tw >5 s. Our results provide detailed quantitative insight into the expected alerting performance for 
EEW algorithms under realistic conditions. We also discuss how operational systems can achieve longer 
warning times with more precautionary alerting strategies. 
 
Plain language summary 
Whether or not Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems can provide useful (that is, timely and 
correct) alerts before earthquake shaking begins at a site depends on numerous factors. The hardest hit sites 
tend to be the ones that are the most difficult to alert because they are typically located close to the 
epicenter, where the seismic waves arrive first. Sites that are farther away from the epicenter can potentially 
receive longer warning times, but in these places the alerts may be less important because the shaking is 
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weaker. In this study we run three prominent EEW algorithms retrospectively on 219 of the largest 
earthquakes in Japan. We analyze how often and under what circumstances the algorithms can provide useful 
warnings. We put special emphasis on the challenging sites that receive high shaking intensities. We find that 
all algorithms can alert a significant fraction even of these difficult cases. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
Under what circumstances can Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) algorithms provide useful alerts? The 
answer to this question is complex, because whether or not timely and correct alerts can be provided depends 
on a variety of factors, including the source/site geometry, the temporal evolution of the fault rupture, site 
conditions and end-user sensitivities (Meier, 2017; Minson et al., 2018). Experience in operational EEW 
systems during large earthquakes have revealed that providing timely warnings for sites with strong ground 
motion is possible but challenging, and that near-epicentral sites may not always receive alerts in time 
(Hoshiba et al., 2011; Kodera et al., 2016; Böse et al., 2018; Cochran et al., 2018). 
To quantify the expected theoretical performance of EEW systems, Heaton 1985 used a simple 
theoretical model and estimated possible warning times for sites with different peak ground motion 
amplitudes, assuming instantaneous detection of the earthquake and neglecting operational and wave 
propagation delays. Allen 2006 included realistic delays and estimated expected warning times for a set of 35 
plausible scenario earthquakes in northern California with randomized hypocenter locations across known 
faults. The author assumed that the final rupture size could be accurately characterized when 4 seconds of P-
wave data are available at the 4 closest stations. This assumption may not be realistic for large earthquakes, 
because they would still be growing at this point in time, and since rupture evolution may be only weakly 
predictable (Böse and Heaton, 2010; Meier et al., 2016; Meier et al., 2017; Melgar and Hayes, 2017).  
Meier (2017) evaluated to what extent two hypothetical EEW algorithms can provide timely and correct 
ground motion alerts, using an extensive waveform data compilation. The author found that sites with strong 
ground motion are inherently more difficult to alert, in terms of both alert timeliness and accuracy, and 
suggested a series of EEW performance metrics that reflect the usefulness of the alerts from an end-user 
perspective. Minson et al. (2018) evaluated the timeliness of ground motion alerts from an idealized network-
type EEW system assuming a theoretically and empirically motivated moment rate evolution. They found 
that – if final magnitudes are only weakly predictable – warning times for sites with strong ground motion are 
necessarily short because such amplitudes are only predicted for a target site once the rupture has grown 
sufficiently large and close to the site, after which strong ground motion sets in fast. Minson et al. (2019) 
analyzed how the strong variability in ground motions limits the ability of EEW algorithms to provide correct 
ground motion alerts. They suggested a framework for estimating normalized cost reductions from EEW-
induced damage mitigation actions when predictions with limited accuracy can lead to false and missed 
ground motion alerts. They found that the strongest cost reductions are achieved if alerting thresholds are set 
at levels that are significantly lower than the threshold where damage is expected. 
All three studies – Meier (2017), Minson et al. (2018) and Minson et al. (2019) – aimed to quantify the 
maximum potential of ideal or theoretical EEW algorithms. How much of this potential can actually be 
achieved with operational algorithms, however, is currently unclear. Here we evaluate and compare the 
performance of three operational EEW algorithms on a large set of strong motion data: (1) The EPIC 
algorithm (Chung et al., 2019) estimates earthquake point-source parameters in real-time from empirical 
early ground motion scaling relations; it is the point-source algorithm in the operational ShakeAlert EEW 
system for the US West coast (Given et al., 2018). (2) The FinDer algorithm (Böse et al., 2018) uses pre-
computed binary ground motion templates to identify and track the line source that best explains the 
observed high frequency ground motion; it is the seismic finite-source algorithm in ShakeAlert. (3) The PLUM 
algorithm (Kodera et al., 2018) uses ground motion amplitude observations at near-by sites to predict 
impending ground motion at target sites without characterizing the earthquake source; it is one of the two 
operational algorithms in the the Japanese public EEW system operated by the Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA, Doi 2011; Kodera et al., 2019). The three algorithms are arguably among the most promising EEW 
algorithms, and they represent three different approaches to EEW. The study approach adopted here is 
similar to that of Ruhl et al. (2019) who have evaluated and compared the seismic point-source algorithm 
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ElarmS and the geodetic finite fault algorithm G-larmS (Graphentin et al., 2014) on a global data set of 32 
earthquakes with M>=6. 
In this study we run the EPIC, FinDer and PLUM algorithms under maximally similar conditions on the 
seismic strong motion waveform data from the 219 largest earthquakes in Japan from September 1996 
through February 2017. This large data set allows us to develop realistic expectations for the alerting 
performance of each algorithm without making assumptions on earthquake or algorithm behavior. This 
approach allows us to address questions such as: How long are the warning times that the algorithms can 
provide? How often can sites with strong shaking intensities be warned successfully? How often do the 
algorithms produce false and missed ground motion alerts? How do these performance statistics vary for sites 
with different shaking intensities, and what are the main factors that determine them? 
In Section 2 we summarize the principles and implementations of the three EEW algorithms, the 
waveform processing and the data set used. In Section 3 we analyze how often and under what circumstances 
the algorithms can provide useful alerts to EEW end-users. In Section 4 we discuss the general implications of 
our findings for EEW systems. 
 
2 Data & Methods 
We use a dataset of 219 on- and offshore earthquakes with moment magnitudes from 4.5 to 9.1 that 
were recorded at seismic strong-motion stations in Japan between September 1996 and February 2017. We 
selected all earthquakes for which the ground motion at 10 or more K-NET or KiK-net (Okada et al., 2004) 
sites exceeded Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) 4.5, corresponding to a JMA intensity of about IR = 3 (Figure 
1). The data set combines a total of 84,814 strong motion records (see Figure S1 in electronic supplement) 
from subduction interface, shallow crustal and deep events (Figure 1c), including the 2011 Mw9.1 Tohoku-oki 
earthquake as the largest subduction event, and the 2016 Mw7.0 Kumamoto earthquake as the largest 
shallow crustal event. We only use K-NET and KiK-net surface records, and we do not include any data from 
offshore networks. Out of the 84,814 records we remove 92 records for which our alerting threshold is already 
exceeded at the origin time because of waveform coda from an earlier event. The discarded records are 
mostly from the dense 2011 Tohoku-oki aftershock sequence. We roughly separate the shallow crustal events 
from all other events in our data set, by selecting all events with hypocentral depths <30km for which the 
closest station has a hypocentral distance <40km (yellow events in Figure 1). The other events (magenta) 
include subduction interface, outer rise and deep events. The data set shows that a large fraction of the 
highest shaking intensity cases came from large subduction interface events (Figure S5). 
 
Figure 1: Data set overview. (a) Epicenter map for shallow crustal (yellow) and all other (magenta) 
events. Histograms of (b) catalog magnitudes, (c) hypocentral depths and (d) hypocentral distances. 
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We replay the waveform data from all events and compare the observed and predicted ground 
motions at each K-NET and KiK-net site, for each of the three algorithms. Each algorithm frequently updates 
its estimates and ground motion predictions as more data becomes available over time. Throughout the 
article we use peak JMA seismic intensity, IR, as the ground motion metric (Kunugi et al., 2013), which is 
defined and described below, and we also refer to corresponding Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) values. For 
the algorithms, we aimed at staying as close as possible to their operational versions. The algorithms, along 
with modifications that were necessary for this offline study, are described in the following sections. 
 
The EPIC algorithm 
The Earthquake Point-Source Integrated Code (EPIC) point-source algorithm is a modified version of 
the ElarmS EEW algorithm that estimates the origin time, hypocentral location, and magnitude of an 
earthquake (Chung et al., 2019). Origin time and location are estimated using trilateration and a grid search. 
Magnitude is calculated using an empirical scaling relationship between catalog magnitudes and early peak 
absolute displacement amplitudes (Wurman et al., 2007; Kuyuk et al., 2014). We used the operational code 
itself with its native waveform processing system, but, because ElarmS was originally designed for shallow 
strike-slip earthquakes in California, some adaptions to the Japanese data set were necessary (Brown et al., 
2009). Unlike the version of EPIC running on the ShakeAlert production system, which uses a fixed depth of 8 
km for all events, the version for this study performs a grid search over a number of allowable depths (2, 8, 20, 
26, 30, 36 and 42 km) to optimize P-wave phase arrival times. We also tested larger allowable depths, but the 
overall performance did not improve significantly with the addition of depths beyond 42 km. 
In order to prevent false alerts from teleseismic signals, EPIC employs two teleseismic checks. One of 
these, the filter-bank teleseismic filter (Chung et al., 2019) requires 30 sec of data prior to the trigger to be 
able to distinguish a teleseismic signal from a local earthquake. As the Japanese dataset consists of triggered 
data, with many stations not containing the required pre-event data of 30 sec, the filter was turned off for 
these replays. In addition, as many of the events were far offshore, the maximum station-to-event distance 
used to estimate hypocentral location was increased from 200 km to 600 km and the maximum station-to-
event distance used to calculate the magnitude was increased from 200 km to 500 km. While triggers from 
more distant stations can be associated with an event in order to prevent those triggers from being used to 
create a separate split event, they are only used in the location and magnitude estimation if they are within 
the previously mentioned maximum distances. Finally, the STA/LTA trigger threshold used (see Wurman et 
al., 2007 for details) was decreased from 20 to 12 and the horizontal-to-vertical check (Chung et al., 2019) was 
turned off. These are quite significant alterations to the EPIC code, and if they were implemented in the 
ShakeAlert version of EPIC it is possible that they could result in more false alerts. They were modified for this 
study, however, in order to allow EPIC to trigger for earthquakes further than 200 km away, and during 
intense earthquake sequences with numerous events in close succession.  
The outputs of EPIC are source parameter estimates (location, origin time and magnitude) that are 
updated as more data becomes available over time. To calculate ground motion predictions we calculate 
predicted peak ground velocity (PGV) values for each site as per Si and Midorikawa (1999), using empirical site 
corrections that we have computed from this data set (supplementary material). IR was then calculated from 
the corrected PGV values using an empirically derived relationship following Midorikawa et al. (1999). 
 
The FinDer algorithm 
The Finite-Fault Rupture Detector (FinDer) algorithm (Böse et al. 2012; Böse et al. 2015; Böse et al. 
2018) rapidly determines line-source models of small (M3) to large (M9) earthquakes by matching the spatial 
distribution of observed ground-motion amplitudes in a seismic network with theoretical template maps. 
These templates are pre-calculated from empirical ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for line-
sources of different lengths and magnitudes, and they are rotated to constrain the strike of the earthquake 
fault rupture. The template with the highest correlation with the observed ground-motion pattern is found 
from a combined grid-search and divide-and-conquer approach (Böse et al., 2018). The resulting finite-source 
model, characterized by the line-source centroid, length, strike and corresponding likelihood functions, is 
updated every second until peak shaking is reached. 
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In this study, we use FinDer to predict PGV, which we later convert to IR with an empirical relationship 
(Figure 2). This is different from the ShakeAlert implementation of FinDer, which uses PGA observations and 
templates. We construct FinDer templates from the GMPE for PGV after Si and Midorikawa (1999): one set of 
symmetric templates for onshore events assuming an average source depth of D=10 km, and one set of 
asymmetric templates for offshore events assuming D=20 km (see Böse et al., 2015 for details). For offshore 
earthquakes we constrain the strike search to 90-270o on the east coast, and to 0-90o on the west 
coast. Which template set is used for any given event is currently set manually. In a separate project, we are 
working on how to automate this selection using misfit values between predicted and observed ground-
motions and initial centroid locations. We use the following PGV thresholds for binary template matching 
(Böse et al., 2018): 0.16, 0.28, 0.51, 0.91, 1.63, 2.92, 5.21, 9.33, 16.68, 29.84, 53.37, 95.45, 170.74 [cm/s], 
corresponding to IR =1-7. FinDer triggers once PGV exceeds 0.16 cm/s at two or more stations that are within 
50 km of each other. In the forward prediction of PGV (at later times and/or at larger distances), we apply the 
same equation, while using the shortest distance to the line-source determined by FinDer as the distance 
metric and applying individual station corrections (supplementary material). 
This s udy is the first systematic test of FinDer using PGV instead of PGA templates. To ensure a 
similar magnitude convergence of FinDer for the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake as in Böse et al. (2018), which 
was based on PGA, we apply a new scheme for selecting the optimal PGV threshold in real-time. We compute 
the area over which the predicted PGV exceeds each of the candidate PGV thresholds, using the FinDer real-
time magnitude estimate. We compare these areas to the areas over which the observed PGV exceeds the 
same thresholds. The PGV threshold with the most similar exceedance area is used as the minimum threshold 
for FinDer to search over in the next iteration. This approach ensures that the PGV threshold for template 
matching increases as the event grows, which usually leads to a faster magnitude convergence as 
documented in Böse et al. (2018). 
 
The PLUM algorithm 
The Propagation of Local Undamped Motion (PLUM) method (Kodera et al., 2018) is a simplified 
version of the wavefield-based method proposed by Hoshiba (2013) and Hoshiba and Aoki (2015). It predicts 
shaking intensities at all sites in a network without characterizing the seismic source, but by extrapolating the 
observed shaking intensities at nearby sites. Specifically, it calculates 𝐼𝑟pred
(𝑘) , a predicted seismic intensity at 
target site 𝑘, by 
 
𝐼𝑟pred
(𝑘) =  max
𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑅
{𝐼𝑟obs
(𝑖) − 𝐹I𝑟
(𝑖)} + 𝐹𝐼𝑟
(𝑘), 
 
where index 𝑖 represents spatial position, 𝐶𝑅  denotes the circular region centered at 𝑘 with radius 𝑅 
(set to 30 km in this study), 𝐼𝑟obs
(𝑖) represents the real-time JMA seismic intensity observed at 𝑖, and 𝐹𝐼𝑟
(𝑖) and 
𝐹𝐼𝑟
(𝑘) indicate site factors at 𝑖 and 𝑘, converted into intensity differences relative to bedrock. That is, PLUM 
estimates the shaking intensity at a target site as the maximum of observed shaking intensities within a 
distance of 30 km from that target site, and corrects only for differences in site amplification. 𝐹𝐼𝑟
(𝑖) was 
obtained using ARV700
(𝑖)  (the amplitude ratio of PGV relative to bedrock with 700 m/s at target site 𝑖) by 
 
𝐹𝐼𝑟
(𝑖) = 1.72 log10(ARV700
(𝑖) ) 
 
based on Midorikawa et al. (1999). With 𝑅 = 30km, PLUM can provide warning times of up to ~10s 
relative to the S-wave arrival. 
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Ground motion metric 
We use the JMA seismic intensity, IR, (Kunugi et al., 2013) to evaluate the performance of the three 
algorithms. This ground motion metric combines acceleration and velocity ground-motion via a half-
integration in the frequency domain. The IR statistic requires that the peak observed amplitude is exceeded 
for at least 0.3s, which makes it largely independent of very high frequency oscillations. IR is computed from 
the three-component vector sum. Figures 2 and S2 provide a detailed comparison of IR with Modified Mercalli 
Intensities (MMI), Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), velocity (PGV) and displacement (PGD) amplitudes. 
 
 
 
While PLUM operates in IR space directly, EPIC and FinDer use the ground motion prediction equation 
(GMPE) of Si and Midorikawa (1999) for PGV (see supplementary material), and then convert the PGV values 
to IR with the empirical relationship IR =2.58+1.98 log10(PGV), where PGV is in cm/s. We determined these 
regression coefficients with a least-squares regression from the PGV and IR amplitudes measured on all 
waveforms of our data set. They are slightly different from those suggested by Midorikawa et al. (1999), 
because i) our data set is significantly larger, ii) it extends down to lower intensities, and iii) we measured PGV 
from the vector sum of all three components, while Midorikawa et al. (1999) used only the two horizontals. 
 
Event data replay 
All three EEW algorithms use the same 100 Hz acceleration records from K-NET and KiK-net stations 
(Okada et al., 2004) as input data. Original records with a 200 Hz sampling rate were low-pass filtered at 20 Hz 
and down-sampled to 100 Hz. While EPIC works on the acceleration waveforms directly, the other two 
algorithms compute envelope time series of PGV (FinDer), and of IR (PLUM). For EPIC and PLUM we use their 
native waveform processors, whereas for FinDer we use an offline version that has been used to develop and 
apply FinDer in various places around the world, including Chile, Central America and Switzerland. 
For acceleration we use the raw (unfiltered) strong motion records. For velocity and displacement time 
series we use time-domain recursive filters to remove the instrument response, and to do the ground motion 
unit conversions (single integration for velocity, double integration for displacement). The recursive filter to 
obtain velocity uses an eigen-period T = 1 s and a damping factor h = 0.50. The filter for displacement uses T = 
Figure 2: Empirical relation 
between JMA instrumental intensities IR 
and Modified Mercalli Intensities MMI, 
as computed with independently 
measured PGA and PGV amplitudes 
(Worden et al., 2012, see 
supplementary material for details). The 
kink at MMI~4 comes from the kink in 
the MMI relation of Worden et al. 2012. 
Grey lines give 5th, 50th and 95th 
percentiles in narrow ground motion 
amplitude bins. Red lines show a least-
squares regression performed on the 
50th percentiles, so that the much more 
numerous low amplitude records do not 
dominate the regression estimate.  
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6 s and h = 0.55. The recursive filters act as high-pass filters with corner frequencies of 1/T, i.e. with 1Hz and 
1/6 Hz, respectively.  
For each record we process each component individually, and then compute the envelopes and peak 
amplitude values from the vector sum of the three components. The peak values were obtained every second 
by taking the maximum within the latest 1 s time window. The time stamp of the peak values was defined by 
assigning the initial time of the window; for example, if a time window started at 12:00:00.00 and ended at 
12:00:00.99, the time stamp was set to 12:00:00.00. This maximum shift of 1s does not systematically affect 
the estimated warning times because it affects the observed and the predicted ground motion envelopes in 
the same way. 
 
Performance analysis 
For each earthquake we run all algorithms on the same data and produce pseudo-real-time ground 
motion predictions that evolve as the rupture and the observed ground motions develop. We assume that the 
end-user alerting is based on a ground motion alerting threshold IR’. Throughout this study we use IR’=2.0, 
which corresponds to MMI’ ~3.3, i.e. weak shaking, at the lower limit of what is noticeable by humans. When 
the predicted shaking intensity for a site exceeds IR’ we assume an alert is immediately issued to that site. An 
alert is considered correct (true positive, TP), if the observed ground motion subsequently exceeds the alerting 
threshold. If an alert is issued, but the observed ground motion remains below IR’, it counts as a false ground 
motion alert (false positive, FP). If an algorithm fails to issue an alert, either because of ground motion under-
prediction, or because the prediction exceeds IR’ too late (when the observed IR already exceeded IR‘), we 
count it as a missed ground motion alert (false negative, FN). We then analyze: i) how often and under what 
circumstances can the algorithms provide useful alerts (that is, alerts that are both correct and timely); ii) how 
long are the warning times for the correctly alerted sites.  
For the TP cases we measure warning time as  
𝑡𝑤 = 𝑡(𝐼𝑅
𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≥ 𝐼𝑅
′ )  −  𝑡(𝐼𝑅
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 ≥ 𝐼𝑅
′ ) 
i.e. the time difference between when the observed (𝐼𝑅
𝑜𝑏𝑠) and the predicted (𝐼𝑅
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑) ground motion 
intensities exceed the same alerting threshold, 𝐼𝑅
′  (see Figure 2 in Meier, 2017). We include processing delays 
but neglect network transmission delays of data (from stations to data center) and alerts (from data center to 
end-user). Because we use a low alerting threshold (IR’=2.0), our warning time definition is a conservative one. 
From the time when the observed ground motion exceeds IR’, it usually takes some time until the high 
intensity ground motion starts that requires precautionary actions. Also, note that we analyze the 
performance on a site-by-site basis, i.e. at locations of the K-NET and KiK-net stations from which we use 
data. This is somewhat different from the regional alerting strategies that are employed in practice, where 
entire forecast regions (Japan), or regions spanned by an alerting polygon (US) are alerted at once, which may 
increase warning times. For these reasons, our warning time estimates are conservative estimates and could 
be longer in practice (see discussion). 
 
3 Results 
First, we evaluate how many useful alerts the different algorithms can provide for the ground motion 
alerting threshold of IR’=2.0. In a later section we also discuss the effect of higher alerting thresholds. Figure 3 
compares the peak observed and peak predicted ground motions from each algorithm. The peak observed 
ground motions refer to the maximum absolute amplitude taken over the entire record. The peak predictions, 
on the other hand, have to be made before the observed ground motion exceeds the alerting threshold, since 
afterwards an alert would be considered too late. The predicted amplitudes in Figure 3 are the maximum 
predictions made at least 1 second before the observed ground motion exceeds the alerting threshold. 
Equivalent figures with IR’=4.0 are provided in the supplementary material (Figure S3). 
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Figure 3: Predicted vs. observed final peak IR amplitudes from the three algorithms. The predicted IR 
are the maximum predicted amplitudes while there was at least 1s of warning time, i.e. at least 1s before the 
alerting threshold of IR’=2.0 was actually exceeded. For the true positive cases (TP, correct alerts, top right 
quadrant) the color indicates the warning time, i.e. the time from when the prediction first exceeded IR’ until 
the observed ground motion did. The other quadrants show true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false 
negative (FN) classifications. Gray lines give 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles in bins of observed IR. The majority of 
misclassifications occur for sites with observed intensities close to the alerting threshold IR’. Red dots show 
cases where no prediction has been made at all at 1s before IR’ is exceeded because the events have not been 
detected at that point. These values are not used for computing the percentile curves. The dashed red lines 
indicate a tolerance level of 0.5 IR units (see text for details). 
 
The predictions of all algorithms exhibit the correct first-order trend, but have considerable scatter. 
The 50th percentile curves saturate at IR = 3-4. The saturation reflects i) that, at the time when the observed 
ground motion exceeds the alerting threshold, the final level of ground motion is not yet clear, e.g. because a 
rupture may still be growing, and ii) that high amplitude cases are often above-average amplitude cases, i.e. 
cases with higher amplitudes than the median amplitudes predicted by GMPEs. For cases of strong to 
extreme ground motion it is rather rare that we can accurately predict the final amplitude ahead of time. 
The false negative (FN) cases are cases in which below-threshold amplitudes were predicted even at 1s 
before the alerting threshold was actually exceeded. This happens particularly at near-epicentral sites where 
impulsive ground motion amplitudes can jump above the alerting level almost instantaneously. The red dots 
in in Figure 3 show cases for which no ground motion predictions have been made at all at this point in time. 
These are the sites closest to the epicenter, i.e. the sites that are first reached by the wave fronts before the 
event is detected by the algorithms. These cases constitute 4.4%, 1.9% and <0.1% of cases with above-
threshold observed peak amplitudes for the EPIC, FinDer and PLUM algorithms, respectively. 
All three algorithms exhibit a slight  tendency to over-predict the lower intensities. Since the alerts are 
based on the maximum intensity prediction, a temporary overestimation of magnitude will lead to a false 
positive (FP) even if later, more accurate magnitude estimates are lower. Also, both EPIC and FinDer tend to 
slightly overestimate the magnitudes of the smaller events in the data set. Since PLUM by design assumes 
“undamped” ground motion it is expected to generally over-predict ground motions, but this tendency turns 
out to only be weak.  
For all algorithms roughly half the false positive and false negative misclassifications are from sites that 
have observed peak amplitudes close to the alerting threshold. Owing to the scatter in the observed and 
predicted ground motion amplitudes, such classification errors near the alerting threshold are unavoidable. 
These cases are arguably less problematic than more severe misclassifications, e.g. when an algorithm 
predicts below-threshold amplitudes but the shaking reaches very high intensities. 
 
Classification performance without considering warning times 
Taken at face-value, the EPIC, FinDer and PLUM algorithms accurately classify 73%, 77% and 79% of 
sites (Figure 4), for the particular alerting threshold of IR’=2.0. We compute accuracy as 
(TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN). Here we at first neglect the effect of warning times: a correct alert with, say, 2 s of 
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warning time counts as a success (TP). In reality, such an alert might actually be rather useless because in a 
real system the alerts would be further delayed, e.g. by alert transmission latencies (Behr et al., 2015). We first 
study these face-value classification statistics to get a first-order overview (this section), and then study the 
effect of warning times in detail in the following sections (Figures 5 – 7). 
The face-value classification statistics are remarkably similar for all three algorithms (Figure 4). The tendency 
to somewhat over-predict low amplitude ground motion causes a significant number of FP cases. The 
absolute number of TN cases is somewhat arbitrary since this number depends on the maximum distance out 
to which ground motion records are considered. At large distances there are large numbers of trivial TN cases 
where both the observed and the predicted ground motions are much lower than the alerting threshold. 
Because all algorithms use the same data set, however, the number of TN cases is meaningful in a relative 
sense. If classification accuracies are computed without the TN cases, i.e. as TP/(TP+FP+FN), they are 56%, 
63% and 65% for EPIC, FinDer and PLUM, respectively. 
 
 
As mentioned earlier, most misclassifications occur for sites with peak observed amplitudes near the 
alerting threshold (Figure 3). If we instead allow for some classification tolerance and consider false 
classifications that are within 0.5 IR units of the alerting threshold to be correct instead (red dashed lines in 
Figure 3), the fractions of correct classifications from EPIC, FinDer and PLUM increase to 86%, 90% and 92% 
including TN cases, and to 77%, 83% and 86% without the TN cases, respectively. 
 
What fraction of sites can be successfully alerted? 
Whether or not a site can get a useful alert critically depends on the warning time. Alerts with very 
short warning times, e.g. tw<5 s, may nominally count as TP cases but in reality they may be useless, if data 
and alert transmission delays are considered. In this section we therefore analyze the warning times in detail. 
What fraction of sites can get alerts with sufficient warning times? How many of the sites with high ground 
motion intensities can we successfully alert? And what are the most important factors that determine the 
warning times? For this we focus on the subset of sites that should have been alerted, i.e. sites with observed 
peak ground motions above the alerting level of IR’=2.0. We analyze what fraction of sites were successfully 
alerted, using the conservative warning time definition. 
The distribution of warning times for all sites that should have been alerted is a strong function of peak 
ground motion intensity (Figure 5). Sites with high peak observed ground motions tend to have shorter 
warning times, because they tend to locate closer to the epicenter where the seismic waves arrive soon after 
the origin time. Of the sites with strong to extreme shaking levels (IR>=4.0, MMI >=6) about 40% - 60% get >5 
s of warning time from the EPIC and FinDer algorithms. For PLUM, this fraction is on the order of 25%. These 
Figure 4: Classification performance for 
the three algorithms with an alerting threshold 
of IR'=2, and without considering warning times. 
Sites with observed ground motion intensities 
above the alerting threshold should be alerted 
(TP and FN cases). Sites with IR < IR' should not 
be alerted (TN and FP cases). Roughly half of 
misclassifications are cases with IR ~ IR' (not 
shown here). 
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are the high amplitude cases that would be successfully alerted in an operational real-time system if the 
additional transmission delays can be kept on the order of a few seconds (Behr et al., 2015).  
Another 20% - 45% of these high amplitude sites may not get any alert, as suggested by the values of 
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) at tw = 1s in Figure 5. This includes all false negative (FN) cases, i.e. 
i) cases where the above-threshold prediction was made too late, and ii) cases where ground motion was 
erroneously predicted to remain below the alerting threshold. These fractions are similar for all three 
algorithms.  
 
 
Figure 5: Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of warning times for sites that should have been 
alerted, i.e. sites with observed IR>=2.0, in different ground motion intensity bins. Reading example: 50% of sites 
with observed peak intensities between IR 4.0-5.0 have warning times >5 s from EPIC. For the same ground 
motion bin, the CDF value at 1s is ~0.75, showing that 1 – 0.75 = 25% of such sites did not get alerted at all (e.g. 
because of ground motion under-prediction), or had warning times <1s. The legend in c) gives the number of 
records in each bin. 
 
For moderate and lower amplitude shaking (IR <4.0, MMI <=5) the typical warning times are much 
longer, and a higher fraction of sites is successfully alerted. Around 65% of EPIC alerts for sites with IR 3.0-4.0 
have warning times >10 s and 30% get more than 20 s. The PLUM warning times are, by construction of the 
algorithm, limited to ~10 s because it uses observed intensities from sites with a maximum distance of 30 km 
for the predictions at a target site. Longer warning times for PLUM are possible, e.g. if at the observing site 
the alerting threshold is exceeded by the P-wave and/or if at the target site the threshold is exceeded later 
than by the direct S-phases. For EPIC and FinDer, the fraction of successfully alerted sites is slightly lower in 
the lowest amplitude bin (IR 2.0-3.0) than in the next higher bin. This is because of the misclassifications of 
sites near the alerting threshold of IR’=2.0 (see text above). 
In general, the warning time distributions are relatively broad for all ground motion bins because the 
same shaking intensity can be caused by a smaller near-by earthquake (short tw), or by a larger more distant 
event (potentially longer tw). If only alerts above a minimum warning time are considered (e.g. 5 s), the 
fraction of sites that are successfully alerted is similar for all three algorithms. 
 
Disaggregation of warning times 
The warning times are strongly affected by the source/receiver geometry and by the earthquake 
magnitude. Large subduction events, for example, tend to have more potential for long warning times 
because it takes more time for the strong ground motion to travel to the onshore sites. Smaller shallow 
crustal events, on the other hand, can produce similarly strong ground motion near the epicenter, but here 
the strong motion can occur within seconds of the event origin. In the following we disaggregate the warning 
time distributions with respect to tectonic regimes and magnitude bins (Figure 6).  
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  Figure 6: Warning time distributions like in Figure 5, but for different data subsets (rows) and for 
different peak observed ground motion intensity bins (columns). Last column gives the number of data points in 
each IR bin. The data subsets are shallow crustal events, all events that are not shallow crustal events, and four 
different magnitude bins (M4-5, M5-6, M6-7 and M>7). 
 
Across the entire data set (top row) all algorithms provide at least 5 s warning time for a majority of 
sites with moderate and smaller ground motion intensities (IR <4.0). For sites with strong ground motion 
intensities (IR 4.0-5.0) this fraction is ~50% for EPIC, ~60% for FinDer, and ~25% for PLUM. EPIC and FinDer 
can provide long warning times of >=10s for ~30% of sites with strong to extreme ground motion. At all 
intensity levels, the algorithms can only alert a certain fraction of sites. This fraction is significant, but it is 
generally lower for sites with higher intensities.  
For shallow crustal events (hypocentral depth <30km and closest station has hypocentral distance 
<40km; second row) more than 50% of sites with strong ground motion (IR  4.0-5.0) get at least 5 s of warning 
times from EPIC and FinDer. This fraction reduces to ~20% for sites with severe (IR 5.0-6.0), and close to 0% 
for sites with violent and extreme ground motion (IR>6.0). For this data subset EPIC and FinDer perform 
remarkably similar. PLUM can generally provide alerts with tw >5 s only for a smaller fraction of sites than the 
other two algorithms. It does reach higher fractions of sites for very short warning times tw= 1-5 s. 
For the events that are not shallow crustal events (i.e. mostly subduction interface, but also outer rise 
and deep events; third row) successful alerts are often possible even for sites with severe, violent and extreme 
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ground motion (IR >5.0), and with long warning times. Over 75% of sites with violent and extreme ground 
motion (IR >6.0) from this data subset receive >5 s warning time from EPIC and FinDer.  
 The magnitude disaggregation shows that it is extremely difficult to alert high intensity sites (IR >5.0) for 
moderate size events M5.0-6.0 (fourth row). For such events high intensities are observed only near the 
epicenter where strong ground motion arrives quickly, leaving little time to alert. Only for sites with up to and 
including strong ground motion (IR <=5.0) can a significant fraction be alerted. For larger size events (M6.0-
7.0), on the other hand, a majority of sites with strong (IR 4.0-5.0) and about 20% of sites with severe (IR 5.0-
6.0) ground motion have warning times >5 s. In larger events (M7.0 – 8.0), even sites with severe ground 
motion can often be alerted successfully, with FinDer providing tw >5 s for over 50% of such sites. Here the 
limitations of the point-source algorithms start to become important: EPIC can provide 5s warning times only 
to ~30% of such sites.  
For the two M>8.0 events (2011 Mw 9.1 Tohoku-oki and 2003 Mw 8.3 Tokachi-oki) all three algorithms 
provide at least 5 s of warning time for ~75% of sites with severe ground motion intensities. Remarkably, this 
includes the EPIC point-source algorithm. Although EPIC drastically under-estimates the magnitude of the 
Tohoku-oki earthquake, and over-estimates the rupture distances, it predicts above-threshold ground motion 
amplitudes for the proximal sites on the Sendai coast, alerts a significant fraction of them, and can provide 
long warning times (Figure 7). The point-source limitations only affect the more distant sites with light, 
moderate and strong shaking intensities. At the crucial near-source sites that EPIC successfully alerts the EPIC 
warning times are longer than those of the other algorithms, in part because the EPIC magnitude estimate 
reaches M>6 faster than the FinDer estimate. 
 
 
Figure 7: Warning time maps for the three algorithms for the 2011 Mw9.1 Tohoku-oki earthquake. 
Warning times are relative to the alerting threshold IR’=2.0. The contour lines show peak observed ground motion 
levels, as computed with the natural neighbor interpolation in Matlab.  
 
 
What factors determine warning times? 
We next examine the prime factors that determine the warning times. Figure 8 shows the warning 
times from the three algorithms against hypocentral distances, magnitudes and observed peak IR intensities. 
The warning times strongly increase with recording distance, and to a lesser extent also with magnitudes. 
Beyond ~80km EPIC and FinDer have median warning times of >10 s, including for the cases with high ground 
motion intensities. 
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A majority of high intensity sites, however, tend to be at shorter hypocentral distances, and hence 
there is a distinct inverse correlation between ground motion intensity and warning time. The cases where a 
site has a large hypocentral distance but is close to the finite rupture extent (and, hence, high shaking 
intensities and potentially long warning times) are comparatively rare.  
All algorithms, including PLUM, have a small late alert zone (i.e., a zone where the alert arrives after 
the observed ground motion exceeds the alerting threshold) because for an alert to count as a true positive 
(TP), we require the warning time to be at least 1s. The fraction of sites that should be alerted gradually 
decreases with increasing hypocentral distance. At larger distances there are relatively few cases of short 
warning times from EPIC and FinDer. This suggests that the missed alerts in this domain stem from shaking 
under-predictions, rather than from the alerts not being fast enough. FinDer and PLUM perform well all the 
way up to the largest events. EPIC expectedly fails to alert a majority of sites for very large magnitude events, 
although it often does successfully alert the crucial most proximal sites, as the Mw 9.1 Tohoku-oki example 
shows (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 8 Warning times as a function of hypocentral distance (top), magnitude (middle) and observed 
peak intensities (bottom), along with classification statistics for EPIC (left), FinDer (middle) and PLUM (right). 
Black lines give 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of y-values in narrow bins. The bar plots below each figure give 
relative fractions of true positives (yellow), false negatives (red), false positives (orange) and true negatives 
(white) in each bin. The magnitude values in the scatter plots were perturbed by a random value between +/-0.05 
to increase visibility and the data were sorted such that the highest observed intensities plot on top. 
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Dependence on alerting threshold IR’ 
The binary classification performance shown in Figures 3, 4 and 8 is a strong function of the alerting 
threshold IR’, with generally lower performance for higher thresholds. This is important, since certain end-
users may want to take action only if the shaking is expected to be strong and potentially damaging. 
However, pr vious studies have found that such an alerting strategy leads to a much larger fraction of missed 
and false alerts, especially for sites with very high shaking amplitudes (Meier, 2017; Minson et al., 2018; Ruhl 
et al., 2019; Minson et al., 2019). Our results support this observation: Figure 9 shows precision, TP/(TP+FP), 
and recall, TP/(TP+FN) for six different alerting thresholds, requiring a minimum warning time of 1 s. Precision 
quantifies the fraction of correct alerts, among all the alerts that were sent out. Recall quantifies how many 
alerts were sent out, relative to the number of alerts that should have been sent.  
All algorithms have the best classification performance for the lowest thresholds. In ground motion 
prediction, as in other statistical domains, it is inherently more difficult to accurately predict rare outcomes 
(here, high-amplitude ground motion) than more frequently observed ones (e.g. Sivia, 2006), a phenomenon 
sometimes referred to as the false-positive paradox. 
 
Cost reduction through EEW 
Minson et al. (2019) introduced a framework for estimating the usefulness of an EEW algorithm by 
considering the cost reduction that an algorithm can provide, relative to the case where no EEW alerts are 
used. The normalized cost reduction, CR, depends on the relative frequencies of correct, false and missed 
alerts, and on the ratio r between the cost of preventable damage, Cdamage, and the cost of taking a damage 
mitigation action, Caction. The higher the cost of preventable damage, relative to the cost of taking action, the 
larger the achieved cost reduction. In other words, end-users with low costs of false alerts, and high savings 
from taking action, are most likely to profit from using EEW alerts. Because CR only depends on the ratio of 
these two costs it can be computed without knowing or estimating the absolute costs or seismicity rates. A 
normalized cost reduction of 100% means that an algorithm has achieved the maximum possible cost 
reduction, i.e. it has facilitated the mitigation of all preventable damage, whereas a negative CR means that 
EEW caused more costs than it mitigated (see Minson et al., 2019 for details).  
Figure 10 shows CR as a function of the cost ratio r. PLUM and FinDer generally achieve higher cost 
reductions than EPIC, because they have fewer false negative cases (cf. Figure 4). Damage mitigation actions 
only make sense if the preventable damage is larger than the cost of taking action (Cdamage > Caction), i.e. r > 1. 
Consequently, in a cost-reduction framework missed alerts are inherently worse than false alerts, since failing 
to mitigate Cdamage is more expensive than unnecessarily spending Caction (Minson et al., 2019).  
Figure 9: Precision/recall 
plot for different alerting 
thresholds, IR’, for the three 
algorithms. The higher the 
threshold the more false 
classifications (FN and FP). 
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Note that the CR statistic uses the face-value alert classifications, without considering the warning 
times. An alert with only 2 s of warning times counts as a successful alert (TP). As discussed above, the 
alerting delays of a real operational EEW system may in practice reduce such a small warning time to near or 
below zero, in which case the alert should be counted as a missed alert (FN case). If we only consider alerts to 
be successful if the warning time is at least 5 s and count cases with shorter warning times as missed alerts, 
the CR is ~65% for EPIC, ~70% for FinDer, and ~60% for PLUM for cost ratios of r~10. This shows that most 
cases in which PLUM can provide an advance alert, but EPIC and FinDer cannot, are alerts with warning times 
of <5s. 
 
 
Figure 10: Normalized cost reductions for the three algorithms with a minimum warning time of (a) 1 s 
and (b) 5 s. The higher the cost/damage ratio, r, the larger the cost reduction that can be achieved. The 
dashed line gives the maximum possible CR, which is always <100% because some costs incur even if 
mitigation actions are successfully taken. 
 
4 Discussion 
The goal of this analysis is to develop realistic expectations for the alerting performance that EEW 
algorithms can provide under realistic conditions, and with minimum assumptions. How often can they 
provide accurate and timely alerts at different ground motion levels, and how long are the warning times of 
these alerts? 
For this purpose we have run offline implementations of the EPIC, FinDer and PLUM algorithms on the 
data from 219 significant earthquakes in Japan. In practice, many aspects of how these algorithms are 
implemented can be changed and optimized. For example, different GMPE choices and site correction 
parameterizations may enhance the alerting performance. Innovative strategies, such as the real-time 
estimation of GMPE event-terms (e.g. De Matteis and Convertito, 2015) may bring about further 
improvements. Here we have attempted to adopt a simple and realistic implementation that allows us to 
study the first-order tendencies of EEW alerting performance.  
With the chosen implementation, the alerting performance can be summarized as follows. Of the sites 
with strong (IR 4.0-5.0, MMI 6), severe (IR 5.0-6.0, MMI 8) and violent (IR 6.0-7.0, MMI 9) ground motion levels, 
about 50%, 45% and 40% of sites are successfully alerted with warning times >5 s. If we only consider shallow 
crustal earthquakes, these fractions are 50%, 20% and <10%, respectively. For sites with lower peak ground 
motion intensities, much larger fractions of sites can be successfully alerted, and warning times are often 
much longer. For each ground motion level, we can only alert a certain fraction of sites, but this fraction is 
substantial even for the most difficult high-intensity cases.  
How realistic are the warning time estimates? Real warning times from operational EEW systems may 
differ from our estimates in several ways. For one, we did not consider data and alert transmission delays. The 
effect of such latencies can be readily included by subtracting expected latencies for a given network (or, 
region) from the warning times presented in Figures 5-8. A more important effect on warning times comes 
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from the adopted alerting strategy. Here we have evaluated the performance on a site-to-site basis. That is, 
we have measured how soon we would issue alerts for each site where the K-NET and KiK-net strong motion 
seismometers are located. This leads to conservative warning time estimates, and it is somewhat different 
from the alerting strategies of operational EEW systems. The ShakeAlert system (Given et al., 2018) 
computes polygons within which the expected ground motion is above an alerting level. The operational JMA 
EEW system (Kodera et al., 2018) alerts 188 “forecast regions” (Doi, 2011). If any of the numerous alerting 
points inside a forecast region exceeds the alerting threshold, the entire region is alerted, including the parts 
of the region that are located at larger distances. The warning times for these sites would be longer than the 
ones we find with the site-by-site alerting strategy studied here. Since the forecast regions can be large 
(>100km), this can make a large difference for warning times. With such more “precautionary” alerts, longer 
warning times can be achieved, at the cost of also alerting more distant sites for which peak ground motion 
may or may not stay below the alerting threshold. 
Furthermore, our definition of warning time is itself conservative. We measure it from the time the 
alert is generated until the observed ground motion exceeds the alerting threshold. Because we use low 
alerting thresholds, a substantial amount of time may pass from when the threshold is exceeded until 
damaging high intensity ground motion begins at the same site. This adds valuable seconds for taking 
emergency measures. For these two reasons, the warning time estimates from this study should be 
considered conservative estimates. 
This retrospective study was conducted with triggered waveform data, i.e. we have implicitly assumed 
that all waveforms were accurately detected and associated to the correct event. In practice, phase detection 
and association are difficult and error-prone tasks, especially during intense aftershock sequences (Hoshiba et 
al., 2011; Cochran et al., 2018; Meier et al., 2019). Here the PLUM and FinDer algorithms have a key advantage 
over standard point-source algorithms in that they do not strongly rely on phase associations. PLUM’s ground 
motion predictions can be made entirely independent of event associations (Kodera et al., 2018). Similarly, 
FinDer performs a continuous ground-motion association, by finding the best single model that best explains 
the observed ground motion field, independent of pick-associations. A possible error source for FinDer, 
however, is that it might connect simultaneously occurring smaller events into a single larger event. 
The EPIC point-source algorithm uses a maximum of 4 s of data from each site for estimating magni-
tudes and shows good performance up to M7 events, after which the magnitude estimates saturate. This is 
consistent with expectations from rupture evolution models with weak rupture predictability. If the source 
time function typically reaches the peak amplitude between 1/3 – ½ of the full rupture duration as suggested 
by Meier et al. (2017), 4 s would be sufficient to accurately estimate the final magnitude of a rupture with a full 
duration of ~12 s, which is the typical duration of a M~7.0 event (e.g. Hanks and Thatcher 1972). For larger 
magnitudes, longer time windows need to be considered.  
Despite this expected saturation, point-source algorithms can be useful even during the largest 
earthquakes, as the Tohoku example shows. The EPIC magnitude estimate never exceeded 6.7 but this was 
enough to alert the coastal-sites in Sendai, which were among the most heavily affected. The magnitude 
saturation only affected the alerting of more distant sites. The sites that EPIC did alert it alerted faster than 
the other two algorithms. FinDer, on the other hand, whose alerts were too slow for some of these coastal 
sites (Figure 7), correctly alerted a vast majority of the more distant sites, because it accurately characterized 
the growing rupture in real-time. This shows that the algorithms may have complementary strengths, and 
that they may best be used in conjunction (e.g. Iervolino et al., 2006, Given et al., 2018, Kodera et al., 2018), 
e.g. using the probabilistic framework suggested by Minson et al. (2017).  
With this experiment we have gained some detailed quantitative insight into the practical capabilities 
of three important types of operational EEW algorithms. However, there are a few noteworthy caveats. The 
data on large shallow crustal events is limited to the 2016 Mw7.0 Kumamoto and the 2008 Mw 6.9 Iwate-
Miyagi earthquakes, i.e. there are no very large strike slip earthquakes. Using additional data from other 
regions, e.g. from the 2008 Mw7.9 Wenchuan, China or from the 1999 Mw7.7 Chi-Chi, Taiwan earthquakes, or 
from simulations, could provide additional insights. Furthermore, our ground motion predictions are not true 
out-of-sample estimates in that we have used the same data at least partly to constrain the site correction 
factors and the coefficients of the intensity conversion equation. Splitting the data set into training and 
validation subsets would thin out the crucial but rare high ground motion cases even more. Finally, we have 
used the dense and homogeneous strong motion network from Japan (Okada et al., 2004). Station network 
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properties are certain to affect the EEW alerting performance, and understanding the relation between 
network properties and EEW performance is an important subject for future studies.  
 
5 Conclusions 
We have applied the EPIC, FinDer and PLUM EEW algorithms retrospectively to a suite of data from 
219 real earthquakes under maximally realistic conditions. We evaluated the alerting performance of the 
three algorithms from an end-user perspective, and on a site-by-site basis. Despite using a conservative 
warning time definition, we find that existing, operational EEW algorithms can alert a large fraction of 
affected sites, including those with high intensity ground motion. 
While the overall performance of the algorithms is surprisingly similar, their relative strengths and 
weaknesses may be complimentary. PLUM is simpler and likely more stable during intense earthquake 
sequences. It has the smallest number of false and missed alerts, but it generally provides shorter warning 
times than EPIC and FinDer. EPIC performs as well as FinDer up to M~7, despite the point-source 
approximation. The alerts of FinDer are typically as fast as those of EPIC. Our warning time estimates are 
conservative estimates; more precautionary alerting strategies can potentially lead to longer warning times 
and better overall alerting performance.   
With the site-by-site alerting strategy adopted here, all algorithms can successfully alert a substantial 
fraction, but never all, of affected sites. This fraction ranges from near 100% in large subduction zone 
earthquakes or for sites with light to moderate shaking, to ~50% for sites with strong to severe shaking, and 
to <20% for near-epicentral sites with extreme shaking levels. Since any given site may experience a range of 
ground motion intensities from various source types over time, end-users should be prepared that EEW can 
often, but not always, provide correct and timely ground motion alerts. 
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